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Rexs Specs Dinosaur Friends
Weird But True! is going prehistoric! This new addition to the wildly popular, mind-blowing, fact-packed series is taking on the jaws and claws that ruled the Mesozoic world. Calling all dino dynamos! Get ready to devour wacky wonders, facts, stats, and trivia about all things dinosaur. Did you know that the T. rex had vision 13 times better than the average human's? Or that people collect fossilized dino poop? And get this: There's a
dinosaur named after Hogwarts--Harry Potter's wizarding school! Get ready to meet dinosaurs with horns and feathers, razor-sharp claws and gigantic teeth. You'll encounter the places they lived, the bizarre art they inspired, and the amazing paleontologists who discovered them.
Rex has new glasses and he does not like them one bit! He definitely does not want to wear them to school. He tries his best to hide them--under his hair, in his sandwich, anywhere he can--but it's tricky when they're so big and round and red. With help from his friends and family, can Rex learn to love his specs after all? Yasmeen Ismail's debut picture book Time For Bed, Fred! has been hailed by Kirkus Reviews as "a sheer
delight" and named a New York Times Book Review Editor's Choice. Now this breakout author/illustrator brings her distinctive and delightful sensibility to a sweet audio eBook that touches on universal themes of feeling different and celebrating what makes you special. Awards for Time for Bed, Fred! A New York Times Best Illustrated Book A New York Times Book Review Editor's Choice A Society of Illustrators Original Art Show
Pick
Walk with prehistoric beasts! This Dinosaurs Coloring Book is perfect for kids with a fascination for the earth's original inhabitants. Filled with 40 designs of Tyrannosaurus rexes, Stegosauruses, Triceratopses, and so many other iconic dinosaurs, let your creativity roam and roar! Also included is a gallery of fully colored examples, plus fun facts for each dinosaur illustration for an awesome learning experience as you color! Designs
are printed on a single side of high-quality, extra-thick paper with perforated edges.
A collection of jokes, knock-knocks, and riddles about dinosaurs.
Dinosaur Activity Book For 3 Year Olds! Funny And Amazing wonderful dinosaur facts activity book for kids who's ages of 3 years and up for boys and girls! Includes spot the differences, Mazes, Dot to dots and more! (kids dinosaur books) Best Book of 2021 A Fun Kid Workbook Game For Learning, Prehistoric Creatures Coloring, Dot to Dot, Mazes, Word Search, Find the match and More! - 80+ Activity Pages to Encourage
Creativity! Calling all dinosaur lovers! This big dinosaur coloring book is packed with 80+ dino-themed coloring pages, dot-to-dots, mazes, word searches, and spot-the-difference puzzles you won't find in other children's dinosaur books. Everything dinosaur coloring books for kids ages 4-8 should be, this fun book takes children on a journey to the Mesozoic Era where they can explore the world of dinosaurs through a variety of
interactive activities. Kids will enjoy practicing spatial reasoning, honing hand-eye coordination, and boosting their memory. Our dinosaur Activity book is different to others because we designed our 80+ large pages to be full of fun, cute and adorable dinosaurs - we didn't want them to be at all scary. This will keep toddlers, preschoolers, kids and even some big kids. If your child loves dinosaurs and you want them to know some
interesting things about these prehistoric animals, then take them on an adventure with this incredible coloring book by Nina Sparks. This illustrated coloring book for children contains a wide variety of hand-drawn real dinosaurs that once ruled planet Earth. Your child gets to color a variety of prehistoric nature scenes, including a Tyrannosaurus Rex roaring for all the jungle to hear, a Triceratops walking through the forest, a
Dinosaur of flying through the sky, and many more! Why Buy THIS Book? 80+ original and unique pages to color and activity - NO duplicate pages! Realistic illustrations - just the right level for a 4 year old dinosaur fan. Dino facts featured throughout the book. Includes prehistoric animal timeline chart. Single-sided pages to reduce colors bleeding through and to allow pages to be removed for display without covering an image on
the back. Great big size - 8.5 x 11 inch. Crisp Glossy white paper so colors look even more wonderful. Ideally suitable for 4 year old toddlers & preschoolers up to school-age kids aged 8 and beyond! We have created something special which we are very proud of. This lovingly created dinosaur coloring book also makes thoughtful birthday presents or Christmas gifts/stocking stuffers for friends or family. Who do you know who
might also enjoy this dinosaur Activity book? Kids who enjoy films such as Jurassic Park or Jurassic World will really enjoy this Activity book. Helps your child step away from television, tablets or toys Educates them about dinosaurs so they are prepared for school. Gives them confidence and a BIG smile when finishing to color and presenting them to you. The Activity book also makes a perfect gift for kids that like Dinosaurs Click
the button Add To Cart now and get your copy of this amazing coloring book. Get one for your child and another as a gift for someone you truly adore.
Prayer Journal Dinosaur Just a Girl Who Loves Dinosaurs Brachiosaurus T-Rex Quote
Your Pet Dinosaur
Specs for Rex
Dinosaur Dig
If You Happen to Have a Dinosaur
Dinosaur Club: Tracking the Diplodocus
The loveable dinosaur from Tiny T. Rex and the Impossible Hug shows kids how to have the best Halloween ever! Tiny and Pointy love Halloween and they are eager to share their tips and tricks so that readers can have a perfect treat-filled Halloween! A heartwarming story, Tiny T. Rex and the Tricks of Treating reminds
each of us that the sweetest Halloween treat has nothing to do with eating candy after all. EVERYONE LOVES TINY: The first book about Tiny, Tiny T. Rex and the Impossible Hug, was an immediate bestseller from the moment it was published. It's been a regional indie bookstore bestseller, an Amazon Best Book of the
Month, and an Amazon Best Book of the Year. AN ADORABLE DINOSAUR HERO KIDS CAN RELATE TO: Kids of many ages, from babies to toddlers to five-year-olds, love dinosaurs! And Tiny is a dinosaur kids will understand and respond to, because he's a tiny dinosaur in a big world—just like them. A FUNNY AND REASSURING
INTRODUCTION TO HALLOWEEN: Halloween can be a scary holiday for very young children. In this book, Tiny shows them what to expect and how to have a good time. Best of all, Tiny shows kids how to make the holiday one that's about giving as well as receiving. SWEET MESSAGE, GREAT VALUES: Every Tiny book features Tiny
solving common childhood challenges with love, a positive attitude, and help from his friends. MORE TINY BOOKS TO LOVE: Tiny has two picture books, Tiny T. Rex and the Impossible Hug and Tiny T. Rex and the Very Dark Dark and one other board book, Tiny T. Rex and the Perfect Valentine, for readers to enjoy, with more
adventures on the way! Perfect for: parents and grandparents, dinosaur enthusiasts, educators
Dinosaur fans of all ages will appreciate these awesome images of the most popular prehistoric creatures as well as recent discoveries. Sixty detailed illustrations accurately depict dinosaurs in their natural habitats.
After a trip to the museum, Max writes a letter to his favourite dinosaur, the mighty T. Rex - and the T. Rex writes back! As Max and T. Rex learn about each other's lives, a very unusual friendship develops in this funny and touching story from an award-winning duo. Dinosaur fans will love this interactive picture
book with letters and cards to open, and dinosaur facts to discover along the way.
The Tyrannosaurus rex has long been hailed as the king of the dinosaurs, but what do scientists really know about this prehistoric creature? Inside Out: T. Rex shows you all the clues we've gathered! Inside Out: T. Rex offers clues to understanding the most compelling and mysterious dinosaur of them all. Loaded with
awesome illustrations and captivating text, a die-cut model within the book’s pages will take you inside T. rex’s body to reveal, layer by layer, how these giant beasts lived more than 65 million years ago. You won't need a time machine to see this giant, fearsome predator in amazing detail! Each page of Inside Out:
T. Rex will bring you even deeper into the world of the Tyrannosaurus rex. You will be amazed by how its specialized anatomy, from its razor-sharp teeth ,to its massive size, to its squishy insides established it as the top of the prehistoric food chain.
"Rex didn't like wearing his eyeglasses. He wished he could be like everyone else. Rex thought his friends didn't like his specs. But, secretly, they all wanted specs like Rex"-Rex's Specs
T. Rex and Other Dangerous Dinosaurs
The Dinosaur Artist
101 Fun Facts About Dinosaurs
Inside Out T. Rex
Dachy's Deaf

Even though his specs help him see better, Rex doesn't like wearing them because none of his friends wear glasses. When Rex decides to stop wearing his specs, he ends up in a blurry world of trouble. This prehistoric tale provides a heartfelt lesson about
Dinosaurs from one to ten use construction equipment to dig, shovel, roll, and scrape as they build a fun surprise.
"Dachy wears a hearing aid. But sometimes, when his friends get too noisy, he likes to turn it off to get some peace and quiet. One day, when his hearing aid is off, Dachy falls asleep and ends up floating down the river towards a waterfall and a hungry crocodile. Can his friends rescue him in time?-This lined notebook was created for dinosaurs lovers. The large size and multiple pages will last you for months. Whether you're buying it for yourself, for a child, or as a gift - it's just perfect! In the middle of each page you'll find a light shadow of a dinosaur and there are as many as 6 patterns. Check which one you like best. Perfect for
school, office, studies, or as a diary where you can write down your goals, plans, ideas and many, many more. Specification: ✓ Excellent print quality ✓ Amazing design and high-quality cover and paper ✓ Unique designs ✓ Cover Finish: Glossy ✓ Dimensions: 7.5" x 9.25" (19.05 x 23.50cm) ✓ Interior: White Paper ✓ Pages: 200 Great cheap,
pretty, and practical gift idea for: ♥ Wonderful present for under 10 dollars ♥ Gifts for Students and Teachers ♥ Christmas ♥ Appreciation ♥ Graduation ♥ Meeting new friends ♥ Birthday ♥ Family gifts and much more ♥ Any special occasion We would be happy and highly appreciate it if you leave a review Thank you -- I really appreciate your
purchase. I wish you a wonderful year!
Paul Stickland's exuberant band of dinosaur characters have finally burst their seams. The best-selling band of jurassic jokesters can't help but peek and poke their head and tails out over the edges of this pair of ultra-sturdy, bright and bold, shaped board books. The simple, rhyming chant-along text lopes along with all the verve of the
Stickland's ever-popular "DINOSAUR ROAR" to ensure that these are read-alouds little listeners will want to hear again and again.
Dinosaur Friends
Woman Multicolor Contacts,for Womens/Teens, Christian Planner, Catholic Gifts,6x9 In
Tiny T. Rex and the Tricks of Treating
Steggie's Stutter
An Owner's Manual
T-Rex Large Notebook | Dinosaur Diary | Elementary Assignment Notebook | Primary Composition Notebook K-2 | the Wonder of Study Dinosaurs | Pages Filled with Dinosaur Shapes
Meet the accident-prone T-Rex. First he loses his glasses, then he has one disaster after another: he can't tell his breakfast toast from a slipper, then he mistakes a prehistoric owl for his bath towel! A laugh-out-loud tale from legendary picture book duo Willis and Ross.
When a lost world of Dinosaurs is discovered, Mayor Humdinger wants to take Dino Eggs back to Foggy Bottom but along the way a baby Brachiosaurus ends up in Dino sized trouble. The Pups are ready for a Dino Rescue.
Kids love Dinosaurs and find the topic of farting hilarious. Did Dinosaurs fart their way to extinction? Some well-meaning folks think so. Picture a T Rex farting in prehistoric times; the air must have really smelled bad. Laugh yourself silly while you color Large size 8.5 x 11 inch High quality printing One side printing to prevent bleed through Made in USA Page 50
Travel back in time to the world of the dinosaurs in book 4 of this exciting new series! Children will be inspired to discover the prehistoric world with these character-driven adventure stories for children aged 5 to 7 years old. Travel through time to the world of the dinosaurs in this exciting prehistoric fiction series for children. Jamie has just moved to Ammonite Bay, a stretch of coastline famed for its fossils. He's a member of the Dinosaur Club--a network
of kids around the world who share dinosaur knowledge, help each other identify fossils, post new dino discoveries, and talk about all things prehistoric. Jamie is exploring Ammonite Bay when he meets Tess, another member of Dinosaur Club who lives in Ammonite Bay. Tess shows Jamie her favorite place--a secret cave with fossils all over the walls. But what's that strange tunnel at the back? Together they go through the tunnel and they discover some
dinosaur footprints. Jamie and Tess walk along them...and the two new friends discover they have traveled back to the time of the dinosaurs! It's amazing, but dangerous, too--and they'll definitely need help from the Dinosaur Club... In this adventure, Jamie and Tess come across a diplodocus with a splinter in its mouth. Before Jamie and Tess can pull it out, the diplodocus panics and flees. Jamie and Tess are determined to help the giant herbivore...but
they'll have to find it first!
Rex's SpecsThe Rosen Publishing Group, Inc
Baby Touch and Feel
Dinosaur Activity Book For 3 Year Olds
Dinosaur Rescue! (Paw Patrol)
Weird But True! - Dinosaurs
Baby Dinosaur
Dinosaurs for kids! In My First Dinosaur, children will read about the sheer size and power of a T-Rex and see the spikes and club tail on a Stegosaurus. This informational book features a variety of dinosaurs with clear, informational labels that tell readers about their bodies and teeth, as well as some exciting facts about each type of dinosaur. The books can be read either alone or with an adult, and
they encourage language skills and learning on your own. Embrace your inner paleontologist with My First Dinosaur! This revamp of DK's most successful board books series includes updated photography, contemporary design, and an insightful approach to engaging preschoolers. With charming, bold design, clear labels, and a wide variety of topics, these first learning books encourage children
to build the vocabulary and language skills that form the foundation of early education. DK's iconic My First series not only provides a collection of educational information books that children can refer back to again and again, but also offers a first taste of independent learning.
In this 2018 New York Times Notable Book,Paige Williams "does for fossils what Susan Orlean did for orchids" (Book Riot) in her account of one Florida man's attempt to sell a dinosaur skeleton from Mongolia--a story "steeped in natural history, human nature, commerce, crime, science, and politics" (Rebecca Skloot). In 2012, a New York auction catalogue boasted an unusual offering: "a superb
Tyrannosaurus skeleton." In fact, Lot 49135 consisted of a nearly complete T. bataar, a close cousin to the most famous animal that ever lived. The fossils now on display in a Manhattan event space had been unearthed in Mongolia, more than 6,000 miles away. At eight-feet high and 24 feet long, the specimen was spectacular, and when the gavel sounded the winning bid was over $1 million. Eric
Prokopi, a thirty-eight-year-old Floridian, was the man who had brought this extraordinary skeleton to market. A onetime swimmer who spent his teenage years diving for shark teeth, Prokopi's singular obsession with fossils fueled a thriving business hunting, preparing, and selling specimens, to clients ranging from natural history museums to avid private collectors like actor Leonardo DiCaprio.
But there was a problem. This time, facing financial strain, had Prokopi gone too far? As the T. bataar went to auction, a network of paleontologists alerted the government of Mongolia to the eye-catching lot. As an international custody battle ensued, Prokopi watched as his own world unraveled. In the tradition of The Orchid Thief, The Dinosaur Artist is a stunning work of narrative journalism about
humans' relationship with natural history and a seemingly intractable conflict between science and commerce. A story that stretches from Florida's Land O' Lakes to the Gobi Desert, The Dinosaur Artist illuminates the history of fossil collecting--a murky, sometimes risky business, populated by eccentrics and obsessives, where the lines between poacher and hunter, collector and smuggler,
enthusiast and opportunist, can easily blur. In her first book, Paige Williams has given readers an irresistible story that spans continents, cultures, and millennia as she examines the question of who, ultimately, owns the past.
Offers humorous advice on the care and feeding of different kinds of dinosaurs as pets.
Dinosaur Just a Girl Who Loves Dinosaurs Brachiosaurus T-Rex Quote Prayer Journal Consistent prayer is one of the keys to a strong relationship with Christ. Features How does this verse apply to me today? This beautiful prayer journal holds space for you to honor your faith and strengthen your relationship with God. Special place to write down their thoughts, prayers, and answers to prayer.
Specs Over 100 pages printed on high quality High quality and lightweight Buy the perfect present or Christmas gift for your family and friends! Purchase your copy today!
Who created the word dinosaur? How big was an apatosaurus’ brain? What was strange about iguanodon’s hands and feet? Was spinosaurus bigger or smaller than tyrannosaurus rex? How many front teeth did stegosaurus have? What was strange about triceratops’ skin? What were the holes in t. rex’s skull for? How much weight could t. rex’s arms carry? Learn the answer to these questions
and many more fun facts in this group of seven 15-Minute Books. Dinosaurs are some of the strangest and most fascinating creatures the Earth has ever seen. Surprise your friends, and even your parents with these fun facts. This compilation includes the following 15-minute books: 14 Fun Facts About Dinosaurs 14 Fun Facts About Apatosaurus 14 Fun Facts About Iguanodon 14 Fun Facts About
Stegosaurus 14 Fun Facts About Spinosaurus 14 Fun Facts About Triceratops 14 Fun Facts About Tyrannosaurus Rex LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Open the world of reading to a child by having them
read for 15 minutes a day.
Clash of the Monster Crocs: Dinosaur Cove 14
All Aboard!
Thomas-saurus Rex
Anonymous Rex
Make Your Own Dinosaur
Dinosaur Train

"Steggie has a stutter and sometimes it takes her a bit longer than others to get her words out. Her friends are in a hurry to play a game and rush off without listening to her warning into the Deep, Dark and Scary Forest. Before long, the friends get into trouble and it's up to Steggie to rescue them. But will they listen to her advice?"-Eighteen years ago, the prehistoric past collided with the present as time itself underwent a tremendous disruption, transporting huge swaths of the Cretaceous period into the twentieth century. Neighborhoods, towns, and cities were replaced by dense primeval jungles and modern humanity suddenly found itself sharing the world with fierce dinosaurs. In the end, desperate
measures were taken to halt the disruptions and the crisis appeared to be over. Until now. New dinosaurs begin to appear, rampaging through cities. A secret mission to the Moon discovers a living Tyrannosaurus Rex trapped in an alternate timeline. As time begins to unravel once more, Nick Paulson, director of the Office of Security Science, finds a time passage to the Cretaceous
period where humans, ripped from the comforts of the twenty-first century, are barely surviving in the past. Led by a cultlike religious leader, these survivors are at war with another sentient species descended from dinosaurs. As the asteroid that ends the reign of dinosaurs rushes toward Earth, Nick and his allies must survive a war between species and save the future as we know it.
Dinosaur Thunder is a terrifying, futuristic thriller in the tradition of Michael Crichton and Douglas Preston. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Find out what you can do with your pet dinosaur.
Travel back in time to when dinosaurs ruled the Earth and discover how to make a terrifying Tyrannosaurus rex. With over 20 pieces to put together, useful instructions to follow, and a bunch of ferocious facts, this interactive book will keep any little dino-fan entertained for hours.
This little book packs big fun! This is a sturdy board book with colorful story spreads; Press 7 buttons to hear character voices, sounds, and musical riffs. 3 AG-13 button cell batteries are included; 6 story spreads; 8 X 9
Dinosaur Friends!
Dinosaur Thunder
Dino Wars
300 Dino-Mite Facts to Sink Your Teeth Into
Dinosaur Composition Notebook College Ruled
Dinosaurs Coloring Book
Stepney, a very old engine, is in charge of taking the museum cars to the Natural History Museum, but when he breaks down, Thomas does not want to get stuck carrying the old relics because he thinks the children will make fun of him.
Even though his specs help him see better, Rex doesn’t like wearing them because none of his friends wear glasses. When Rex decides to stop wearing his specs, he ends up in a blurry world of trouble. This prehistoric tale provides a heartfelt lesson about accepting others and yourself.
Are you ready for the best adventure ever? Jamie, Tom and Wanna are back in the Triassic, on the trail of an enormous prehistoric crocodile. It's not long until they're high in the trees looking down on two of the ferocious beasts fighting over their lunch - but disaster strikes! Splash! Wanna's in the water - and the monster crocs want him for their pudding . . .
What would happen if you showed a T-Rex a book? Well, she wouldn't know what to do with it . . . would she? A madcap, super silly adventure story rooted in the transformative power of books, created by incredible new picture-book duo Rashmi Sirdeshpande and Diane Ewen
Meet Llama, the next great picture-book megastar, who has most definitely driven a bus and who loves tacos way more than you. He also loves cake, and that’s where our story begins. On Monday, Llama discovers a pile of cake, which he promptly eats. On Tuesday, Llama squeezes into his dancing pants, which he promptly rips. The force of the rip creates a black hole (naturally). By Friday, Llama will
(indirectly) destroy the world. In their debut picture book, author/illustrator team Jonathan Stutzman and Heather Fox introduce young readers to the comical, the studious, the oblivious Llama, a picture-book hero for the ages. So grab some cake and your dancing pants and prepare for Llama Destroys the World... because THE TIME FOR LLAMA IS NIGH!
Obsession, Betrayal, and the Quest for Earth's Ultimate Trophy
Llama Destroys the World
Funny And Amazing Wonderful Dinosaur Facts Activity Book for Kids Who's Ages of 3 Years and Up for Boys and Girls! Includes Spot the Differences, Mazes, Dot to Dots and More! (kids Dinosaur Books)
Farting Dinosaurs Coloring Book
Emmy's Eczema
Explore the World's Most Famous Dinosaur!
Ever wonder who would have been champ and who would have ended up as dinner if Tyrannosaurus rex had battled with Triceratops? Or who would have limped away with its tail between its legs if Allosaurus had ambushed Diplodocus? For the first time ever, learn the answers to these and hundreds of other terrifying
questions in this awesome look at the world of prehistoric reptiles. --Amazon.com.
6 colourful board books, each with 10 inside spreads, as boxed set. Simple concepts for young learners.
With touch and feel patches and sparkly areas to explore, this baby dinosaur board book encourages early learning, and is just right for sharing with your little one. Inside, on 12 sturdy pages, you meet engaging baby dinosaurs hatching, hiding, playing, and sleeping, from long-necked Diplodocus with leathery skin,
to baby T. rex with twinkly teeth, and bumpy, plated baby Stegosaurus. The delightful baby dinosaurs are unique, full of character, entertaining, and immediately appealing, and every page of Baby Touch and Feel Baby Dinosaurhas tantalizing texture or an eye-catching shiny area to expand a baby's senses. Easy for
very young children to follow, there's one main picture per page to focus on that's clear and life-like, which help a young child's identification skills. The short, fun text is great for reading aloud and building language. All the dinosaurs are also labelled, with helpful pronunciation guides for their names. This
small padded book is perfect for little hands to hold. Babies and toddlers will love turning the tough board pages themselves, which develops their fine motor skills. Part of DK's popular Baby Touch and Feelseries, this exciting preschool dinosaur book with its super sparkly jacket makes an ideal baby gift. Age
Range- 0-5 years
Introduces the physical characteristics and eating habits of dinosaurs and why they disappeared.
"Emmy has eczema. She knows she shouldn't scratch. But sometimes she just can't help it. One day, she scratches so much she makes her skin really sore. Find out how her friends make her feel better"-A Set of Seven 15-Minute Books
Discover the Deadliest (Scholastic Ed.) Dinosaurs, Bloodiest ...
Never Show A T-Rex A Book!
Dinosaur Jokes
Dear Dinosaur
Funny T Rex Farting Gift for Boys & Girls, Ages 4-8 Large Size Book

"What would the world be like if the dinosaurs hadn't gone extinct? As this very funny book shows, for one thing, L.A. would be even weirder than it is now." --Dave Barry Vincent Rubio, a Los Angeles private investigator, is down on his luck: He's out of work. His car's been repossessed. His partner has died under mysterious circumstances. And his tail just won't stay put. Vincent is a
dinosaur--a Velociraptor, to be precise. It seems the dinosaurs faked their extinction 65 million years ago and still roam the earth, disguised in convincing latex costumes that help them blend perfectly into human society. A heightened sense of smell allows the dinos to detect one another--Vincent's got an odor like a tasty Cuban cigar. When Vincent is called to investigate a two-bit case of
arson at a hip dino nightclub, he discovers something much more sinister, which lures him back to New York City--the scene of his partner's death and a dangerous nexus of dinosaur and human intermingling. Will Vincent solve the mystery of his partner's death? Will a gorgeous blond chanteuse discover his true identity, jeopardizing both their lives? Will Vincent be able to conquer his
dangerous addiction to basil, or will he wind up in Herba-holics Anonymous? Will he find true love, or resort to crumpled issues of Stegolicious? Somewhere between Jurassic Park and L.A. Confidential lies Eric Garcia's Anonymous Rex, one of the smartest, wittiest, and most entertaining debuts this side of the Ice Age.
A Detective Story
The T-Rex Who Lost His Specs!
My First Dinosaur
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